Dear Friends of Dii Desert Energy,

Hydrogen, hydrogen, hydrogen. In the last few months, that is what people seem to be talking about. Green Hydrogen and green synthetic gases, fluid-sand solids being produced in abundance and ultra-cheap renewable energy in the deserts of MENA sound really promising! It gives the right answer to unanswered questions of storage, local and long distance transportation, tradability and easy, flexible consumption. However, bear in mind that hydrogen has been a short-lived hype in the past. Nobody would wish for another hype that simply disappears again. Read More

Overview of Dii Desert Energy Activities from Q3

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

In conjunction with Intersolar, Dii hosted another Alumni and partner Meeting at the end of June, again on the most amazing rooftop location in Munich with view on the Bavarian Alps. It was great to see former colleagues, present and past partners, some of which have been supporting Dii since its inception in 2009. Progress of working groups and the different activities of Dii this year in countries like Oman, Egypt and Algeria were discussed. Read More

Trending: The SunBurn Test™

Me speak no good English, that’s unpossible! Such a statement is hilarious because it proves the contrary of its intended claim. An equally hilarious statement is a one that still alleges that climate change phenomenon is a three-scenario hypothesis: hoax, plausible, or confirmed. Read More
9th Desert Energy Leadership Summit

No Emissions: Renewables in the Lead through Disruptive Innovations

22nd October 2018 | Grosvenor House, Dubai

*Summit includes pre-conference workshops for Dii Partners

For more info,
Contact Ms. Uma Dagdelen | Key Account Manager | uma@dii-desertenergy.org
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Dii Desert Energy Leadership Summit confirmed

Keynote Speakers

HE Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer
CEO, DEWA *

Obaid Amrane
Board Member
MASEN *

Paddy Padmanathan
CEO
ACWA Power

Paul van Son
CEO
Dii Desert Energy

Martin Herrmann
Member of Executive Board, Innogy SE

Ahmed Ali El-Ebrahim
CEO
GCCIA

Wan Haibin
Director General
GEIDCO

Khalid Rashid Al Zayani
Chairman
Al Baraka Bank

Prof. Dr. Ad van Wijk
Professor TU Delft

Frank Wouters
Director of EU-GCC Clean Energy Technology Network

*Invited
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Dii Desert Energy Leadership Summit confirmed
Top Executive Panel

Reda El Chaar
Executive Chairman
Access Power

Daniel Calderon *
CEO
Alcazar Energy

Rory O’Neil
Executive Chairman
Europagrid

Roberto de Diego Arozamena
CEO
Abdul Latif Jameel Energy

Dr. Manar Moneef
President & CEO
Renewable Energy MENAT, GE

Thomas Altmann
Vice President, Technology
ACWA Power

*invited
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Dii Desert Energy Leadership Summit confirmed

Roundtable Speakers

Pierre Samaties
Innogy Middle East

Nicholas Carter
PWC & EUGCC
Clean Energy Technology Network

Dr. Karoline Steinbacher
Ecofys
EFG Hermes

Edwina Kelly
EFG Hermes

Frank Beckers
First Abu Dhabi Bank

Daniel Zywietz
Enerwhere

Thomas Altmann
ACWA Power

Prof. Dr Ad van Wijk
TU Delft

Raed Bkayrat
CEBC

Turki Al Shehri *
REPDO

Kushal Shah
Roland Berger

Jeremy Crane
Yellow Door

Vikas Bansal
Sterling and Wilson

Alexis Gianniotis
Envirofina

Javier Carvajal
ACWA Power

* Invited
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Dii Desert Energy Leadership Summit
Platinum Sponsors

ACWA POWER

innogy

STATE GRID CORPORATION OF CHINA

国家电网公司

CPS Energy

国家电网公司

STATE GRID CORPORATION OF CHINA
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Dii Desert Energy Leadership Summit
Executive Lanyard Sponsor

Envirosfina

Dii Desert Energy Leadership Summit
Exclusive Wifi Sponsor

ACCESS
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BOOK YOUR CONFERENCE TICKET

BECOME SPONSOR

CONFERENCE PROGRAM

BOOK YOUR ACCOMMODATION
PARTNERS’ INTERVIEW

Dii Desert Energy interview with Mr. Hans Jürgen Sauter, CSO KRINNER Solar about Benefits behind CAS ² - Computer aided solar structure Congratulations for the Munich Award for your innovation..... Read More

PARTNERS’ ACHIEVEMENTS

Enerray is a leading solar power company of designing, construction-and management of utility scale and industrial photovoltaic systems, whose business areas spread throughout Europe, the Middle East, African regions, Latin America, and Southeast Asia. Read more

Oslo, 26th September, 2018: Three companies, ECOHZ, Women Organizing for Change in Agriculture and Natural Resource Management (WOCAN), and ACWA Power have partnered to give companies a tool to both mitigate climate change and empower women. Read more

Dubai’s NOOR Energy Group merging with German Inverter manufacturer LTl ReEnergy

„August, 16th 2018 has marked an important milestone in taking the next step in growing NOOR Energy Group and LTIREENERGY to become the next generation supply and realization partner for solar energy projects worldwide” says Javar H. Javadi, Chairman of NOOR Energy Group proudly. Read more
PARTNERS’ ACHIEVEMENTS

With a number of Framework Agreements already signed and negotiations with other potential off-takers taking place, Enara is currently developing a 200 MW commercial and industrial solar project to be executed through two phases. Read more

Spain is the world leader in energy storage for renewable energy generation.

The scenarios about a large penetration of non-manageable renewable technologies in electrical systems are raising concerns about the need for storage so to avoid losses due to curtailments. This would not be a problem if a more balanced deployment of manageable and non-manageable renewables would be considered. Fortunately, in countries such as Spain (unlike in central areas of Europe), this would be possible. Read more

EnergyWeek Morocco will take place from 14-15th November in Marrakech. The event is a platform for decision-makers in the energy sector to discuss the progress of regional power projects in North & West Africa

Two separate investment meetings will be hosted within this week - the 4th annual Africa Renewable Energy Forum and 2nd annual Gas Options: North & West Africa - to explore opportunities for gas and renewable energy project development. Read more

Abu Dhabi approves $33m loan for Sharjah waste-to-energy project.

Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD) has approved AED 121m ($33m) concessionary loan to develop a waste-to-energy plant in Sharjah. Read More
EVENTS CALENDAR

WETEX 2018
23rd - 25th October - Dubai International Convention and Exhibition Centre, United Arab Emirates Learn more

Algeria Future Energy
29th - 30th October - CIC D' Alger, Algeria Learn more

3rd EU Arab World Summit
29th - 30th October - Megaron, The Athens Concert Hall, Athens, Greece Learn more

Meta Projects
6th - 7th November - InterContinental Dubai – Festival City, Dubai, UAE Learn more

CSP Madrid
13th - 14th November - Hotel NH Madrid Ventas Learn more

Africa Energy Forum 2018
14th - 15th November - Marrakech, Morocco Learn more
Q3 BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE NEWS

Dii DESERT ENERGY: THE NETWORK OF NETWORKS

Associated Partners

Joining this exclusive Group is possible upon invitation and is subject to shareholders’ approval
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